Exclusive Movie Premiere of “Defiance” to Benefit Stockton’s Holocaust Resource Center

Daniel Craig’s New Film Will Premiere at Tilton 9 Theater in Northfield
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Galloway Township, NJ- After receiving permission from Paramount Pictures, “Defiance” will premiere at the Tilton 9 Movie Theater in Northfield on Thursday, Jan. 15 at 7:00 p.m. The proceeds from the event will benefit The Richard Stockton College of NJ Holocaust Resource Center.

“Defiance” stars Daniel Craig and portrays the true story of the four Bielski brothers who escaped Nazi occupied Poland and began a Jewish partisan group in the woods. The Bielski brothers saved approximately 1,200 lives. It is estimated that those Holocaust survivors have over 10,000 family members today.

The film also features Tomas Arana, Jamie Bell, Alexa Davalos and Liev Schreiber. It is produced and directed by Edward Zwick and is based on the book “Defiance: The Bielski Partisans,” by Dr. Nechama Tec. The running time of the film is 1 hour, 45 minutes.

Space is limited and admission to the premiere is by advanced sale only. The cost of admission is $18. For tickets and more information on the premiere, please contact Gail Rosenthal at (609) 652-4699 or gail.rosenthal@stockton.edu.
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